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Abstract: Display cases are widely utilized in museums to build an appropriate microenvironment
for artifacts. In this study, a novel passive method is utilized to regulate both the temperature
and relative humidity simultaneously of the microenvironment in museum display cases by proposing
the concept of composite temperature and humidity control materials (CTHCM), which can be
fabricated by combining both phase change material (PCM) and silica gel. The PCM is helpful
to reduce the range of air temperature changes caused by melting or solidification processes,
while the silica gel is helpful to reduce the range of relative humidity changes caused by adsorption
or desorption processes. In this study, a coupled heat and mass transfer model is established
to analyze the temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating performance of CTHCM using
the software COMSOL Multiphysics. The influences of thermodynamic parameters of materials
on temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating performance are also analyzed numerically.
Results show that CTHCM is able to regulate the air temperature and relative humidity of
the microenvironment in museum display cases effectively. It performs well in temperature-regulating
as the phase change latent heat increases, and performs well in humidity-regulating as the water
vapor permeability or moisture diffusivity increases.

Keywords: composite materials; museum display cases; temperature; relative humidity; coupled heat
and mass transfer

1. Introduction

Artifacts in museums should be protected in a microenvironment with proper temperature,
relative humidity, and illumination intensity to minimize their deterioration [1]. Research has shown
that physical damage such as deformation and curl of cultural relics occurs due to different thermal
expansion rates of materials [2]. The interface deformation of materials is different as the temperature
changes. It is also reported that relative humidity values above 65% will lead to a microbial growth
issue, while those below 25% will lead to brittleness or cracking issues [3]. As a result, large temperature
or relative humidity fluctuations can easily cause dimensional deformation or mechanical destruction
for organic materials, especially artifacts that are made from wood or paper. In museums, display cases
are widely utilized to build an appropriate, stable, and safe microenvironment to protect artifacts [4].

There are mainly two types of methods for controlling the microenvironment in display cases:
active control and passive control. The first type relies on devices to maintain the air temperature
and relative humidity by heating, cooling, humidifying, and dehumidifying. Passive control methods
concentrate on reducing the dynamics of air temperature and relative humidity based on improving
the thermal inertia and/or hygroscopic capacity of the materials used in display cases. The passive
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control methods are more popular for situations where the artifacts are not very sensitive to air
temperature and relative humidity, and are also cheaper and more convenient.

Humidity control materials were widely utilized in the fields of the chemistry industry, textiles,
as well for cultural heritage protection. The materials have mostly been made from silica gels [5],
minerals [6], charcoals [7], and so on. The specific standards to evaluate the humidity control capacities
of relevant materials were firstly introduced by Morooka et al. [8]. The humidity-dependent capillary
force was investigated by Xiao and Qian [9]. The response performance of porous glasses in low
temperature environment was studied by Safronsky et al. [10]. The cycle operation of the TSA
(thermal swing adsorption) cycle used for air dehumidification using silica gel as desiccant material
has been investigated by Ramzy et al. [11] both experimentally and theoretically. The dynamics of
heat and moisture transfer during dehumidification and regeneration processes have been analyzed
in detail. The results indicated that the dehumidification cycle time is longer in the case of a smaller
ratio of dehumidification to regeneration air flow rates. In addition, a smaller flow rate ratio is
recommended for obtaining a lower air humidity ratio. Feng et al. [12] prepared an amorphous
spherical silica-alumina beads material with a distinct bimodal pore structure by using sol-gel reactions
of TEOS (tetraethoxysilane) and aluminum nitrate in the presence of PEO (polyethylene oxide).
The appearance and structural properties of the material were investigated by digital camera, SEM
(scanning electronic microscope), and TGA (thermal gravimetric analysis). The results showed that
macroscopic spherical silica-alumina gel beads with a large specific surface area performed intelligent
humidity control capacity and were able to keep the stage of relative humidity between 40% and 60%
within 3 h, which is a proper humidity range for the storage of most materials. An experimental
setup was built by Ge et al. [13] to test TVOC as well as the humidity ratio removal capacity of
a conventional silica gel desiccant wheel, and practical experiments were conducted under Shanghai
summer conditions (37 ◦C, 65%) with a high TVOC concentration of 1.15 mg/m3. The results indicated
that the moisture removal performance was greatly affected by an ambient humidity ratio but were kept
fixed with the changing of the TVOC concentration, and the TVOC removal capacity was influenced
both by an ambient humidity condition and by the contaminant concentration. Moreover, increasing
research on improving the humidity control performance of humidity control materials has been
carried out recently. The general method involves fabricating composite materials by combining
various components which are useful for regulating the relative humidity.

It is common sense that materials with a larger specific heat capacity are easier to use to reduce
the indoor temperature fluctuations. However, the thermal energy of such materials was stored as
a result of a change in the storage material temperature, which was not sufficient to regulate the indoor
temperature. Therefore, phase change materials (PCMs) have been widely applied in buildings because
the thermal energy was stored as a result of a phase change process of the PCMs [14]. The temperature
of the PCMs remains nearly constant in melting or solidification processes when PCMs absorb or
release the indoor thermal heat. Consequently, PCMs can be utilized to regulate the indoor temperature
of buildings [15]. PCMs have been used for thermal regulation in buildings since 1980 by adding
the PCMs in gypsum board, plaster, concrete, or other wall covering materials [16]. A numerical
and experimental investigation was carried out by Athienitis et al. to analyze the thermal performance
of the PCMs-gypsum boards used in passive solar buildings [17]. Results indicated that the utilization of
PCMs-gypsum boards exhibited potential for reducing overheating and energy consumption. Manz et al.
experimentally investigated a TIM-PCMs external wall system for solar heating and day-lighting [18].
Results showed that positive influences on thermal performance could be found through the utilization
of PCMs. Ismail and Castro numerically and experimentally studied the application of PCMs in
walls and roofs of buildings [19]. They found that the addition of PCMs was beneficial for regulating
the indoor temperature in buildings. Dardir et al. [20] investigated the utilization of a PCM-to-air
heat exchangers system for building envelope applications that promoted thermal radiation loss
to the sky during night-time to maximize the cooling potential. Experimental results showed that
the thermal radiation to the sky during the cooling charging process of the PCM amplified the system’s
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thermal losses, thereby increasing its cooling potential. The results also showed that the system
promoted an increasing cooling charging potential under an insufficiently low air temperature
and under no airflow conditions during the solidification of the PCM due to a magnified effect of
the thermal radiation loss to the sky. Beltran and Gomez [21] analyzed a selection of PCM for building
wallboards and roofs through a comparison between multi-criteria decision methods and building
energy simulations. The results showed that PCM presented a good thermal behavior during day
and night in cold places, especially at night, when the PCM maintains the indoor temperature at
a constant comfortable temperature. In addition, the thermal performance during day and night
was different in warm and humid places. Saxena et al. [22] experimentally studied the impact of
PCM incorporated bricks, and assessed the change in temperature difference and heat flow across
the bricks. The results showed a substantial reduction (up to 10 ◦C) in temperature fluctuation with
PCM incorporated bricks. An inside temperature reduction between 4.5 ◦C and 7 ◦C, during the peak
hours of the day, with respect to the conventional bricks, was observed.

The above research has indicated that the passive application of PCMs in buildings is able to improve
the indoor thermal comfort level. However, to the authors’ best knowledge, no reported research can be
identified involving the application of PCMs to regulate temperature in the microenvironment, such as
for display cases in museums.

In this study, the concept of composite temperature and humidity control materials (CTHCM)
is proposed. CTHCMs can be synthesized using a vacuum impregnation method by taking PCMs
as the temperature-regulating element and a porous medium as the humidity-regulating element.
As a result, CTHCMs can regulate the temperature and relative humidity in display cases by absorbing
or releasing heat and moisture. The main purpose of this study is to analyze the feasibility of composite
temperature and humidity control materials (CTHCM) utilized in museum display cases to regulate
both the temperature and relative humidity of microenvironment. A coupled heat and mass transfer
model of CTHCM is firstly developed for comprehensive quantitative analysis using the software
COMSOL Multiphysics. The influence of the main thermodynamic parameters of CTHCM on
temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating performance is also analyzed. The results provide
useful information and guidance to researchers for the regulation of the microenvironment in museum
display cases using the passive control method.

2. Simulation of the Proposed Method

The heat and mass transfer process among the air inside the display case, the external air,
and CTHCM, is shown in Figure 1. It can be observed from Figure 1 that the blue layer represents
the CTHCM, while the white layer represents the air inside the display case. The objective of museum
display case preservation of cultural relics is to maintain the air temperature and humidity inside
the display case in a proper range. However, the microenvironment inside the display case can be
easily influenced by the fluctuations of the external environment. The heat source fluctuation mainly
comes from the temperature differences between the display case and the indoor environment in
the museum building, which is represented as ∆Q in Figure 1. The mass source fluctuation mainly
comes from the air infiltration due to the poor encapsulation of the display case, which is represented
by ∆W in Figure 1. Hence, CTHCM is utilized to regulate the temperature and relative humidity of
the microenvironment in the display case. The CTHCM is able to regulate the air temperature inside
the display case due to the temperature differences between the CTHCM and the air inside the display
case, which is represented as ∆Qad in Figure 1. The CTHCM is able to regulate the air humidity inside
the display case due to the water vapor partial pressure differences between the CTHCM and the air
inside the display case, which is represented as ∆Wad in Figure 1. It is worth noting that the objective
of this study is mainly concentrated on the temperature and humidity control performance of CTHCM,
not the heat and mass transfer on the air side. As a result, the CTHCM (blue layer) in Figure 1 is
considered as the computational domain, while the air inside the display case (white layer) is considered
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as the boundary conditions of the coupled heat and mass transfer model of CTHCM established below.
The geometrical parameters of CTHCM in this study are listed in Table 1.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 17 
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Figure 1. Heat and mass transfer process among the air inside the display case, the external air
and composite temperature and humidity control materials (CTHCM).

Table 1. Geometrical parameters of the CTHCM in the museum display case.

No. Parameter Value

1 Length (L) 0.8 m
2 Width (W) 0.8 m
3 Height (H) 0.1 m

A schematic diagram of CTHCM is shown in Figure 2. In this study, CTHCM is assumed
to be a composite temperature and humidity control material synthesized by taking PCMs
(such as paraffin) as the temperature-regulating element and porous media (such as silica gel)
as the humidity-regulating element. Due to the temperature-regulating characteristic of the PCMs
and the humidity-regulating characteristic of the porous media, heat and mass transfer occurs
simultaneously in CTHCM. Several assumptions are listed below, in order to simplify the establishment
of the numerical model in this study.

(1) CTHCM is a homogeneous and isotropic continuous medium in which the solid, liquid, and gas
phases are always in thermodynamic equilibrium and the solid skeleton will not deform [23];

(2) the water vapor and the air in the pore can be treated as ideal gases, as a result, they all satisfy
the ideal gas state equation [24];

(3) Thermodynamic properties such as density, specific heat capacity, and thermal conductivity of
solid, liquid and gas phases are assumed as constants;

(4) Chemical reactions do not occur between heterogeneous substances [24];
(5) the influence of temperature on the moisture content of CTHCM is ignored [24];
(6) the hysteresis influence of hygroscopic characteristic on CTHCM is not considered [23];
(7) the performance of PCMs and porous media after being combined in CTHCM is assumed to be

the same as before they were combined;
(8) the heat and mass transfer coefficients between the internal air and CTHCM are fixed as

constants [25].
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2.1. Governing Equations

Based on the energy and mass conservation, the governing equations can be derived and listed
as follows.

2.1.1. Mass Transfer Equations

In CTHCM, moisture can exist in the pores as two thermodynamic states: liquid and vapor phases.
The mass conservation in CTHCM can be represented as Equation (1) [26].

ρm
∂ω
∂t

= −∇( jv + jl) (1)

where ρm (kg/m3) is the density of CTHCM, ω (kg/kg) is the moisture content of CTHCM, t (s)
is the time, jv (kg/m2

·s) is the vapor diffusion flux in CTHCM, and jl (kg/m2
·s) is the liquid diffusion

flux in CTHCM.
Depending on the driving forces that govern the model of transfer in porous material, moisture can

pass in different forms and in different ways. For water vapor transport, the moisture driving potential
is partial vapor pressure. The moisture driving potential for liquid water transport is capillary pressure.
The diffusion of water vapor is generated by a vapor partial pressure gradient. As a result, the vapor
diffusion flux can be described by Fick’s law. Liquid water in a porous medium can be migrated under
the effect of a capillary pressure gradient. As a result, the liquid diffusion flux can be described by
Darcy’s law. Finally, Equation (1) can be expressd as:

ρm
∂ω
∂t

= ∇(δv∇pv + δl∇pc) (2)

where δv (s) is the water vapor permeability of CTHCM, pv (Pa) is the water vapor pressure in CTHCM,
δl (s) is the liquid water permeability of CTHCM, and pc (Pa) is the capillary pressure in CTHCM.

It is a fact that the moisture content at the interface of the internal air and CTHCM is discontinuous.
As a result, relative humidity ϕ (%) is selected as the driving potential of the mass transfer model due
to its continuity.

The water vapor pressure in Equation (2) can be expressed as:

pv = ϕpsat (3)

where psat (Pa) is the saturated water vapor pressure in CTHCM which can be represented as a function
of temperature T (K), according to the following empirical expression [24]:

psat = exp(65.8094−
7066.27

T
− 5.976 ln(T)). (4)
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At the pore scale, the equilibrium between the liquid and vapor phases can be described by
Kelvin’s law, which restricts the suction pressure to temperature and relative humidity. The capillary
pressure is related to the relative humidity via Kelvin’s law. As a result, the capillary pressure in
Equation (2) can be represented as a function of temperature and relative humidity, which is shown in
Equation (5):

pc = −ρlRDT ln(ϕ) (5)

where ρl (kg/m3) is the density of water and RD (J/kg·K) is the gas constant of water vapor.
The moisture content in Equation (1) also can be represented as a function of temperature

and relative humidity, which is shown below.

∂ω
∂t

=
∂ω
∂ϕ

∂ϕ

∂t
+
∂ω
∂T

∂T
∂t

(6)

According to assumption (5), Equation (6) can be simplified as:

∂ω
∂t

=
∂ω
∂ϕ

∂ϕ

∂t
= k

∂ϕ

∂t
(7)

where k is sorption capacity, which means the slope of sorption-moisture curve.
Finally, Equation (2) can be transformed into Equation (8), by using relative humidity

and temperature as the driving forces:

kρm
∂ϕ

∂t
= ∇

[
(δvϕ

dpsat

dT
+ δlρlRD ln(ϕ))∇T + (δvpsat + δlρlRD

T
ϕ
)∇ϕ

]
. (8)

2.1.2. Heat Transfer Equations

The heat transfer equations are established based on the energy conservation law, which means
the enthalpy in the meshes is equal to the energy flow into the meshes. The internal energy of the control
volume is composed of the internal energy of the solid matrix of the CTHCM and the internal energy
of the vapor and liquid phases contained in the pores of CTHCM. As a result, the energy conservation
equation in CTHCM can be represented as follows:

∂
∂t
(ρmcp,mT + ρmhvωv + ρmhlωl) = −∇(q + hv jv + hl jl) (9)

where cp,m (J/kg·K) is the specific capacity of CTHCM, ωv (kg/kg) is the vapor moisture content of
CTHCM, ωl (kg/kg) is the liquid moisture content of CTHCM, hv (J/kg) is the enthalpy of water vapor,
hl (J/kg) is the enthalpy of liquid water, q (W/m2) is the heat conduction of CTHCM.

The enthalpy of water vapor can be obtained by the combination between the enthalpy of water
vapor and the latent heat of vaporization.

hv = hl + hlv (10)

where hlv (J/kg) is the latent heat of vaporization.
The enthalpy of liquid water can be expressed as:

hl = cp,lT (11)

where cp,l (J/kg·K) is the specific heat capacity of liquid water.
Equation (12) can be obtained by the transformations of the above equations, which is shown below.

ρm(cp,m +ωcp,l)
∂T
∂t

= −∇(q + hlv jv) − cp,l( jv + jl)∇T − ρmhlv
∂ωv

∂t
. (12)
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The heat conduction can be substituted by Equation (13) according to Fourier’s law:

q = −λ∇T (13)

where λ (W/m·K) is the thermal conductivity of CTMCM.
In Equation (12), the second term on the right side can be neglected since the sensible heat of

water is much smaller than the latent heat of vaporization; the third term on the right side also can be
neglected due to the poor changing rate of vapor content in CTHCM [27]. Finally, the heat transfer
equation of CTHCM can be simplified as shown in Equation (14):

ρm(cp,m +ωcp,l)
∂T
∂t

= ∇

[
(λ+ δvhlvϕ

dpsat

dT
)∇T + δvhlvpsat∇ϕ

]
. (14)

2.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions

The simulation models contain two parts: the internal air side and the CTHCM side. The initial
conditions of the internal air and the CTHCM are listed in Table 2. The internal air remains in steady
state in order to simplify the numerical calculation. The boundary conditions of the interface between
the internal air and the CTHCM are as follows:

The moisture flow between the internal air and the CTHCM, j (kg/m2s), can be expressed as:

j = ρahmass
(
ωa − 6.2× 10−6ϕpsat

)
(15)

where ρa (kg/m3) is the density of the internal air, hmass (m/s) is the mass transfer coefficient at
the interface, wa (kg/kg) is the humidity ratio of the internal air.

The heat flow between the internal and the CTHCM, q (W/m2), can be expressed as:

q = ha(Ta − T) + ρahmass
(
ωa − 6.2× 10−6ϕpsat

)
hlv (16)

where ha (W/m2
·K) is the heat transfer coefficient at the interface, Ta (K) is the temperature of

the internal air.
The heat transfer coefficient, ha, is used for reference from the literature [28], ha = 8.72 W/m2

·K,
and the mass transfer coefficient, hmass, is calculated using the heat transfer coefficient, ha, according to
the ‘Lewis analogy’ [29], which is shown as follows:

hmass =
ha

cp,aρa
(17)

where cp,a (J/kg·K) is the specific heat capacity of the internal air.

Table 2. Initial conditions of the internal air and the CTHCM.

Item Parameter Value

Internal air
Temperature (Ta) 27 ◦C
Relative humidity (ϕa) 65%
Humidity ratio (ωa) 0.015 kg/kg

CTHCM
Temperature (T) 22 ◦C
Relative humidity (ϕ) 50%
Humidity ratio (ω) 0.008 kg/kg

2.3. Thermodynamic Properties of the Internal Air and the CTHCM

CTHCM is a combination of PCMs and porous media, as a result, it is able to regulate the temperature
and relative humidity individually. The performance of temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating
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is dependent on the material categories and combination proportions of PCMs and porous media. Due to
the special characteristics of PCMs, an effective thermal capacity method is used in the simulation model [30].
The effective thermal capacity method is one of the most commonly-used mathematical methods for
predicting the phase change heat transfer process. In this method, the phase change process is converted
into a nonlinear heat transfer problem with a single phase. Therefore, for the PCM’s phase state, sensible
and latent heat will not be distinguished, and the PCM’s effective thermal capacity value changing with
its temperature is used in calculations. When taking CTHCM in this study as an example, the phase
change latent heat and phase change temperature of CTHCM are 47376 J/kg and 22 ◦C, respectively.
It is reasonable to define a small range around the phase change temperature, such as 21.5–22.5 ◦C.
In this case, the equivalent heat capacity of CTHCM at 21.5–22.5 ◦C can be considered as 47376 J/kg·K
based on the effective thermal capacity method. Since the CTHCM has not been successfully obtained
by experimental preparation, it is unrealistic to directly measure the properties of CTHCM. Based on
the assumption (7) above, the thermodynamic properties of CTHCM can be achieved by the material
categories and combination proportions of PCMs and porous media. The definition of combination
proportion of PCMs (e) is the ratio of the mass of PCMs to the total mass of CTHCM. In addition, the volume
of CTHCM is the same as the volume of porous media, considering that the PCMs are impregnated
into the porous media during the preparation of CTHCM. In this study, the hybrid material of cetane
and octodecane is chosen as the PCMs, while silica gel is chosen as the porous media. Table 3 shows
the thermodynamic properties used in the study [31–33]. Considering the melting and solidification
temperature ranges of the hybrid material of cetane and octodecane, which is chosen as the PCMs,
are nearly the same as the phase change temperature defined in Table 3, according to the thermodynamic
properties provided by the manufacturer. As a result, the melting and solidification temperature ranges of
the selected mixture of PCMs are simplified as the phase change temperature without influencing the final
simulation results.

Table 3. Thermodynamic properties of the simulation models.

Item Parameter Value

Internal air
Density (ρa) 1.29 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity (cp,a) 1004 J/kg·K

PCM

Density (ρPCM) 776 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity (cp,PCM) 2001 J/kg·K
Thermal conductivity (λPCM)
Phase change temperature (TPCM)

0.13 W/m·K
22 °C

Phase change latent heat (hPCM) 236880 J/kg

Porous media
Density (ρpm) 1200 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity (cp,pm) 920 J/kg·K
Thermal conductivity (λpm) 0.3 W/m·K

CTHCM Combination proportion of PCMs (e) 0.2
Density (ρm) 1976 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity (cp, m) 1136 J/kg·K
Thermal conductivity (λm) 0.26 W/m·K
Phase change temperature (Tm) 22 °C
Phase change latent heat (hm) 47376 J/kg
Sorption isothermal (ω) ω = 116

ρm(1− 1
0.118 ln(ϕ))

0.869 kg/kg

Moisture diffusivity (Dw) 6×10-5 m2/s
Water vapor permeability (δv) 1×10-8 s

Liquid water permeability (δl) δl =
(Dwk−δvpsat)ϕ

RDTρl
s

Water density (ρl) 1000 kg/m3

Water specific heat capacity (cp,l) 4200 J/kg·K
Gas constant of water vapor (RD) 461.53 J/kg·K
Saturated water vapor pressure (psat) psat = exp(65.8094− 7066.27

T − 5.976 ln(T)) Pa

Latent heat of evaporation (hlv) 2,500,000 J/kg
Heat transfer coefficient (ha) 8.72 W/m2

·K
Mass transfer coefficient (hmass) 0.0067 m/s
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2.4. Numerical Solution

The established heat and mass transfer equations can be calculated simultaneously by using
a computational tool COMSOL Multiphysics, in order to exhibit the temperature and relative humidity
fields inside the CTHCM [34]. There is a partial differential equation (PDE) model in COMSOL Multiphysics,
in order to solve equations that may not be solved by conventional models. It can be used to calculate four
types of PDEs, including coefficient PDE, general PDE, weak PDE, and lower dimensions PDE. In this
study, COMSOL Multiphysics of coefficient PDE was used to solve the coupled heat and mass transfer
model of CTHCM with the constant time step of 0.1 h and constant grid number of 822.

3. Results and Discussion

The simulation models from Section 2 are used to analyze the performance of CTHCM under various
conditions. The constant structural and operating parameters adopted in the numerical investigation
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The main objective of this study is to validate the feasibility of
the composite temperature and humidity control material (CTHCM), hence, the performance comparison
between CTHCM and conventional silica gel is essential. Moreover, thermodynamic parametric analysis
of CTHCM is carried out, in order to optimize the temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating
performance of CTHCM, and guide the selection and preparation of CTHCM. All of these research was
conducted using numerical simulation, which is based on the coupled heat and mass transfer process of
CTHCM. It is worth noting that the simulation environment is not the same as the actual environment in
this study, as the temperature and relative humidity in the display cases are fixed as constants, which is
impossible in reality. The purpose of doing this is to set an evaluating standard for the comparison of
the performance between silica gel and CTHCM, and the optimization of the temperature-regulating
and humidity-regulating performance of CTHCM. In fact, the PCMs and silica gel inside the CTHCM can
barely reach saturation during the actual application in the museum display cases due to the continuous
and incomplete absorption/desorption behaviors of both heat and moisture. The reason for this is
that the heat and moisture loads of display cases in museums are small and fluctuating. For PCMs,
the heat in the display cases can be absorbed by PCMs once the air temperature is higher than the phase
change temperature of PCMs; the heat in the display cases can also be released by PCMs once the air
temperature is lower than the phase change temperature of PCMs. Similarly, for silica gel, the moisture
in the display cases can be absorbed by silica gel once the relative humidity is higher than the equivalent
relative humidity of silica gel; the moisture in the display cases can also be released by silica gel once
the relative humidity is lower than the equivalent relative humidity of silica gel.

No related experimental research can be used for the validation of the performance of CTHCM
proposed in this study, since the concept of CTHCM is a novel one. Fortunately, the preparation
and performance testing of CTHCM has been prepared. The further plan is to carry out an experimental
study of CTHCM. In addition, the proposed model in this study can also be verified by using any
hygroscopic materials. The reason is that the governing equations of CTHCM are the same as those
of hygroscopic materials due to the utilization of effective thermal capacity method for PCMs in
the simulation model. The only difference between them is the material property, which has no
influence on the verification of the model. The established model has been verified by relevant
experimental data from the literature [35,36]. The geometric model for validation has been built in
the same way as the experimental setup from the literature. The initial and boundary conditions,
and the thermodynamic properties of the material have been changed to be the same in the literature.
Figure 3 shows the comparisons of the temperature and relative humidity between simulated data
and experimental data during the adsorption and desorption tests. It could be concluded that
the simulated data fitted the experimental data very well. As a result, the numerical model could be
used for further case studies.
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3.1. Performance Comparison between CTHCM and Silica Gel

There are two main indicators for the temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating performance
of CTHCM and silica gel: the temperature change rate and the relative humidity change rate. The slower
the temperature change rate is, the better its temperature-regulating performance will be. Also, the faster
the humidity change rate is, the better its humidity-regulating performance will be. The reason for this
is that materials with larger heat and moisture capacity are able to regulate the constant hygrothermal
environment for a long time, which results in a relatively slower temperature change rate and faster
relative humidity change rate for the materials.

Figures 4 and 5 shows the temperature and relative humidity of CTHCM and silica gel with time
growing under initial conditions. The monitoring point is located in the middle of CTHCM and silica gel.
It can be observed that the temperature of CTHCM increases more slowly than that of silica gel over
time. It can be seen that the temperature-regulating performance of CTHCM is higher than silica
gel, which is because the temperature-regulating effect of CTHCM is a combination of sensible heat
transfer and latent heat transfer, PCMs inside the pore of silica gel increase the temperature-regulating
performance of CTHCM. In addition, it can be concluded that no distinct difference occurs between
the relative humidity changes of both CTHCM and silica gel over time. As a result, PCMs inside
the pore of silica gel will not affect the humidity-regulating performance of CTHCM. As the aim of such
materials is to passively regulate the temperature and relative humidity of display cases in museums,
and the advantage of CTHCM is more significant in temperature-regulating, it can be expected that
CTHCM can obtain a better and more precise hygrothermal control effect than conventional silica gel.
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3.2. Influences of the Thermodynamic Parameters

The phase change latent heat hm, water vapor permeability δv and moisture diffusivity Dw are three
significant parameters which can greatly affect the temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating
performance of CTHCM. As a result, the established numerical model is applied to analyze their
influences on the performance of CTHCM for further selection and optimization of materials.
In the parametric study, one of the parameters is changed to analyze its influence while other
parameters are fixed at the values shown in Table 3.

3.2.1. Influence of the Phase Change Latent Heat

Influence of the phase change latent heat on the temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating
performance of CTHCM are described as shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. It can be found
that the temperature change rate decreases with the increasing of hm. This means that the transient
heat capacity increases. When hm increases from 2.5 × 104 J/kg to 4 × 105 J/kg, the time which is
needed for the temperature to increase from 22 °C to 27 °C is extended from about 12 h to 28 h.
That is to say, a larger hm is helpful to absorb more thermal energy. This can be explained by
the fact that more latent heat capacity can be included in CTHCM with larger hm, which results in
the improvement of temperature-regulating performance. On the other hand, for the relative humidity,
no obvious difference can be found with an increasing hm. Therefore, the phase change latent heat
hm has no influence on the humidity-regulating performance of CTHCM. In sum, a larger hm can
improve the temperature-regulating performance of CTHCM as well as having no side-effect on
the humidity-regulating performance.
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3.2.2. Influence of Water Vapor Permeability

The influence of water vapor permeability on the temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating
performance of CTHCM is described as shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. It can be concluded that
the relative humidity change rate increases with an increasing δv. When δv increases from 1 × 10−10 s
to 1× 10−2 s, the time which is needed for the relative humidity to increase from 50% to 65% is decreased
from about 70 h to 43.6 h. This is mainly due to the enhancement of mass transfer rate with increasing δv.
Moreover, little temperature different fluctuation can be observed with increasing δv. That is to say
the water vapor permeability δv has no influence on the temperature-regulating performance of
CTHCM. In conclusion, larger δv is able to improve the humidity-regulating performance of CTHCM
without affecting the temperature-regulating performance of CTHCM.
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3.2.3. Influence of Moisture Diffusivity

The temperature and relative humidity of CTHCM with respect to different values of Dw are
simulated as illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. For the relative humidity, it is found that CTHCM
with larger Dw has a better humidity-regulating ability over time. For example, when Dw increases
from 6 × 10−6 m2/s to 6 × 10−2 m2/s, the time which is needed for the relative humidity to increase
from 50% to 65% is contracted from about 73 h to 42.7 h. The results show that with the increasing Dw,
the liquid water permeability δl is also increased, which results in more moisture removal. For the
temperature, it can be found that the temperature experiences different increases at a certain time
as Dw increases, which indicates more heat is released during the heat transfer process when there
is a larger Dw. This is mainly due to the liquefaction of more water vapor as the liquid water
permeability increases. When Dw increases from 6 × 10−6 m2/s to 6 × 10−2 m2/s, the time which is
needed for the temperature to increase from 22 ◦C to 27 ◦C is contracted from about 16 h to 10 h.
As a result, under this specific condition, increasing Dw can improve the moisture capacity of CTHCM.
However, the temperature-regulating ability is prone to be reduced due to the liquefaction of water
vapor with an increasing Dw, therefore a tradeoff should be made between the temperature-regulating
performance and humidity-regulating performance of CTHCM.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, a novel passive method is proposed to regulate both the temperature and relative
humidity simultaneously of the microenvironment in the museum display cases. It utilizes both PCM
and silica gel. A dynamic mathematical model is developed to reveal the heat and mass transfer
mechanism of CTHCM. Comprehensive comparisons are made based on the numerical simulation.
The influence of the main thermodynamic parameters on temperature-regulating and humidity-regulating
performance are also analyzed.

Results show that the proposed method can effectively improve the stability of the temperature
and relative humidity in museum display cases. Its humidity-regulating performance is close to the that
of only using silica gel. Under certain conditions, the temperature change rate is smaller than that of only
using silica gel. The proposed method has a higher temperature-regulating capacity than the capacity
when only using silica gel. The temperature-regulating capacity increases monotonically as the phase
change to latent heat increases due to the enhancement of heat capacity. The humidity-regulating
capacity increases monotonically as water vapor permeability or moisture diffusivity increases due to
the enhancement of moisture capacity.
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Nomenclature

cp specific heat capacity, J/kg·K
Dw moisture diffusivity, m2/s
e combination proportion of PCMs
h enthalpy, J/kg
ha heat transfer coefficient, W/m2

·K
hmass mass transfer coefficient, m/s
H height of CTHCM, m
j diffusion flux, kg/m2

·s
k sorption capacity, kg/kg
L length of CTHCM, m
p pressure, Pa
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q heat conduction, W/m2

RD gas constant of water vapor, J/kg·K
t time, s
T temperature, K
W width of CTHCM, m
Greek
ρ density, kg/m3

ω moisture content, kg/kg
δ permeability, s
ϕ relative humidity
λ thermal conductivity, W/m·K
Subscript
a air
c capillary
l liquid water
lv latent heat of evaporation
m CTHCM
pm porous media
PCM phase change material
sat saturation
v vapor
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